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GREETINGS FROM THE EDITOR 

"Training is everything. The peach was once a bitter 
almond; cauliflower is nothing but Cabbage with 
a College Education." 
"Consider well the proportion of things. It is better to be a 
youngjune-bug than an old bird of paradise." 

(Mark Twain) 

Sometime in the middle of the 90s of the last century, Hungary experienced the worst of the so-called 
transformational crisis. It had mostly pulled down the institutional system of the command economy, 
established the most important forms of the democratic societal institutions, and made steps forward on 
the bumpy road of privatization. However, all these changes were yet uncertain concerning the way of 
operation and the effectiveness of the new institutions. The country's economy was in a deep crisis, partly 
because of the collapse of the institutions of the former command economy, partly because of the 
disintegration of the Soviet Union - to whose requirements the country had adapted to in the preceding 
decades -, not to mention the difficulty of birth of the new institutions. The private enterprises that had 
been newly founded beside the older ones and had had a promising start went bust one after the other. 

At that time, some people, reputed experts and famous public figures thought it would be useful to 
establish a modem private institution of higher education, aiming first of all to support the development 
of the small and medium-sized enterprises, that would transmit the most up-to-date entrepreneurial 
knowledge. Looking back, we can assert that establishing a college in the midst of a crisis involved a great 
deal of risk. However, the really great risk was involved in that the acceptance of the existence ofprivate 
institutions of higher education was very remote from both the mentality of the Hungarian public 
administration and that of most families and parents. 

The program conceived has proved appealing; it has filled in a gap in Hungarian higher education. 
The number of applicants for the College has been continuously increasing, today around3000 students 
attend this institution. We are also glad to see that our alumni are offered outstanding jobs, they have 
taken the first steps on promising carrier paths up to now. Quality is the key, providing education that 
also respects the needs of budding personalities. The leadership of the College has always found it very 
important to value and support the creative and useful individual initiatives of both the faculty and the 
students throughout the whole education process. This innovative atmosphere attracts an increasing number 
of prominent and recognized professionals. Thus there is a continuous improvement of the quality of 
education and research, and the recognition and reputation of the institution grows all the time. 

The researches done under the auspices of the College keep on widening and show greater and greater 
promises. The themes of research range from various examinations in behavioral science business and 
management as well as macroeconomics international economics and European studies. Besides that, 
several works and books on information technology, mathematics, and statistics have been born in the 
past years. The scientific periodical of the College, the "Scientific Proceedings" - under the headline "21st 

century" - gives publicity to the professional reports and arguments. 

In order to give a picture also to our partners and the broader professional public of the hard quality 
work done within the premises of the Budapest College of Management, we have prepared a review of the 
studies created in the past period and already published in Hungarian. We now present this in English to 
the readers, the colleagues here and all over the world, as well as to anyone interested. At the same time, 
we also encourage researchers both at home and abroad to join the articles published now with their 
comments. We naturally welcome for publication independent works within theirfields of research. 

BalazsHamori 
managing editor 



Andras Inotai* 
COMPETITIVENESS 
AND ACCESSION TO THE EU 
Central and Eastern European countries have been facing a triple challenge concerning the relationship 

between competitiveness and joining the EU in the past ten years: 
• On the one hand they endeavor to comply with the politico-economic and institutional tasks 

arising from the change of regime; 
• On the other hand they strive for membership in the European Union in the background of 

which there is already an element of competitiveness, as wi thout a dramatic improvement in 
competitiveness, it is hardly possible for them to catch up with the more fortunate and advanced part of 
Europe that had historically been developing in better circumstances, 

• Answering the challenge of globalization is the third issue. 

These three features - that is transition on a national economy level, seeking membership in the 
European Union and giving answer to global challenges - have been developing in the course of half a 
generation and provide a historically unprecedented challenge and opportunity for this region. 

Competitiveness is ever less connected to individual national economies. We can add, moreover, 
that it is also ever less connected to individual companies. A huge number of new features - thinking 
here not only of global systems and huge multinationals - have emerged that entirely change the 
measurability of competitiveness. Having mentioned multinationals, we note here that it is very interesting 
how much the national economy's sensitivity to economic cycles has changed in Hungary that joined 
global division of labor through European markets. 

10 years ago we knew as everyone had learned the lesson: when Hungarian export to the West 
flourished, economic growth accelerated. If there was a recession in Western Europe, the Hungarian 
economy also stalled. It is interesting, as statistically 76% of Hungarian export goes to the EU, the 
country's dependence - put in quotes - on Western markets is much bigger today. Another question is 
how much of this 76% remains in the EU and how much of it is re-exported from Western Europe 
outside the EU by the companies that have those products manufactured in Hungary. 

There could simply be a the case when there is a recession in Western Europe but America or some 
part of the developing world is booming. When there is a recession in Western Europe, for example, 
and capacities cannot be fully employed, the West European companies operating in Hungary face a 
strategic decision as to in which country to stop production. Earlier, the classical decision was - naturally 
- that the foreign subsidiary had to be shut down while the parent carried on. Today, in the midst of 
global competition, this would mean suicide that no company could afford. Let us assume, for example, 
that a given company has 30 different subsidiaries all over the world - from Brazil to Ireland and from 
Germany to Poland, etc. It then has to consider, as it produces in a global network, which branch's 
operation is the relatively most expensive. And if it is the German one's, it will be the branch the parent 
company will close, else it will fall out of the global competition. This is the reason why Hungary's 
dependence on the western economies' business cycles has not grown in such a measure as the 
proportion of its export shipped to Western Europe. 

Doctor of Economic Sciences, director, Institute for World Economics 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 



The second thing that should be noted already in the beginning is that international competitiveness 
has been influenced by three factors in the past: 

• Technological or information technology revolution; 
• Large-scale liberalization of the flow of factors of production on a global level 

- later we shall return to this; 
• The radical change in corporate organizational structure not dealt with here separately. 

As far as trade liberalization is concerned, we have been able to experience clear differences 
between the classical Western European liberalization and the late Central and Eastern European 
one. In particular, while the former had been taking place much slower and more gradually, in countries 
that had been economically, financially and technically prepared to give up some instruments of protecting 
the domestic market, liberalization in Central and Eastern Europe could be sensed as an overnight, one-
shot, large-scale market opening. This was one difference. 

The second, not less important difference is that the Western European trade liberalization took 
place in such a way that parallel with the decrease of tariffs, the so-called non-tariff barriers to trade such 
as technological and health regulations, etc. increased. 

At the same time, under the former regime, first of all within the framework of co-operation in the 
COMECON, Central and Eastern Europe did not build up this so-called secondary tariff protection as it 
was unnecessary for exchange of commodities took place through barter on the basis of quotas. Thus 
trade liberalization took place in the form of an immediate and complete market opening, as those 
secondary protectionist measures that had been being developed in the advanced countries for decades 
did not exist, they were not operating in the Central and Eastern European countries and could not 
have been employed in a sophisticated way. 

A second note concerns the liberalization of the trade of factors of production. The free international 
flow of products, services, capital and labor involves a great contradiction. Within regional integrations, 
the liberalization of the movement of products is practically complete. In Hungary's case, all the European 
Union's products can enter the country without tariffs and quotas as of December 31, 2000. As far as the 
Hungarian export is concerned, the same had been put into effect several years before. At the same time, 
there are still some barriers regarding agriculture that will continue to exist until the country has become 
a full member of the European Union. The trade of services has also undergone a large-scale liberalization, 
and further liberalization can be expected at the international trade rounds hopefully beginning next 
year. The really basic contradictions concern the movement of capital and labor. 

The flow of capital is practically completely liberalized on a global scale, together with all its 
advantages, disadvantages, opportunities and threats. At the same time, the mobility of labor is largely 
restricted from administrative and legal points of view. The reasoning that labor is lazy and unskilled, 
they would not like to leave their homeland etc. does not fully account for its immobility. Brussels's 
authority does not extend to this area while there has been community decision-making concerning 
trade policy since 1974. The result is a contradiction that is also present at the Hungarian accession 
negotiations and can gain an extraordinary importance in the first years following accession. Hungary's 
aim is that free movement of labor, as one of the four freedoms of internal market, should start immediately 
when the country has entered the Union. In the case of Western Europe, however, this is the area where 
the demand for barriers is articulated most strongly. There are enormous fears of migration, that East 
European labor may flood West European markets. 

These fears would not be realized because Western Europe will put protective measures into force, 
which can be welcome. If we consider the relationship between the movement of labor and capital we 
can see that in our region, Hungary has been the greatest beneficiary of this: in the past years, 
foreign capital has flowed not only to the cheap but also to the skilled, educated, flexible part of 
Hungarian labor force. Foreign capital of approximately $ 5-6 billion came to Hungary solely for 
exploiting this advantage. If we are put the question what we would prefer to do in the next 8-10 years: 
see a further $ 10 billion in foreign direct investment coming into the Hungarian market together with 
the resultant creation of workplaces or send 150000 Hungarian employees to Western Europe thus part 
with a not negligible part of capital import, we would choose the second alternative. It is not sure 
whether the overnight liberalization of the Western European labor market would be in our interest. 

My third note is that competitiveness is much more than an economic category. It is very important to 
draw attention to this. Now we will immediately turn to three considerations that will determine 
competitiveness both in the 21st century and in the European Union. 

• The quality of administration becomes an ever more important element of competitiveness. 
Let us take a simple example: someone in Hungary produces a good that is absolutely competitive, and 
having passed the door of the factory, it is also competitive on a global scale. When it has reached the 



market, it turns out to be incompetitive because in the meantime tariffs, legal and administrative barriers, 
paper work and red tape simply erode the competitive advantage it managed to gain within the premises 
of the factory. In the 21st century, a society, national economy or factory operating under incompetitive 
circumstances cannot be competitive. 

• Adequate social cohesion is a basic requirement, especially in the case of small open-structure 
economies. If a country is torn apart, becomes fragmented, different groups do bush-fighting along 
different lines, this basically, and in particular negatively, affects the international competitiveness of the 
given country. For a small open economy to be internationally competitive or remain such in the 
international market, a high level of social cohesion, social consensus concerning the basic 
development issues is necessary. 

• The importance of innovation and flexibility gains more weight. We can add to this that the 
second and third issues are connected to each other. No matter how innovative someone is, they cannot 
win the Nobel Prize by themselves, with individual initiative in the 21st century. A team of one or several 
hundreds of or several thousands of researchers backs those who are granted Nobel Prizes today. That 
the head of the research team happens to win the Nobel Prize is one thing but he gets it not solely for 
his own merits. The romantic innovations of the 19th century have no ground in the 21st century. Only 
that innovative ability can turn into increasing competitiveness that is backed by strong cooperation. 
Social co-operation together with innovation are determinant. 

* * * 

In what follows we will focus on how the Central and Eastern European countries succeed in the 
competition in the European Union's market. The macroeconomic data of the past period show a 
clearly historically unparalleled and sharp shift in markets that took place within 10 years in practically 
every country of the region. In Hungary's case, 76% of total export goes to the EU; this ratio is 70% in 
Poland, and is practically already above 50% in all Central and Eastern Europe's accession countries. 

This geographical shift presented itself in the form of greater competitiveness if the given country 
was able to increase its share of the European Union's total import. This was characteristic of nearly all 
the countries referred to but it can be best shown in the cases of Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic 
and Slovakia. 

Geographical shift and the growth of market share were in most cases accompanied by a large-scale 
structural change. This structural change, however, differed across countries, and today structural 
difference exist not only between the classical four areas of Soviet influence, that is Central and Eastern 
Europe, the Baltic region, Balkan and the republics of the ex-Soviet Union but the performance and the 
capability of structural shift of Central and Eastern European countries proved to be different in the first 
decade of transition. 

These differences are expressed first of all in that the unit prices of export of individual countries 
are largely deviated. One ton of export measured in dollar or euro - that is the unit price of export -
represent very different orders of magnitude in the cases of the individual countries. We examined 
these figures concerning both the European Union and the German market: we show some data as an 
illustration in order to be able to draw some farther-reaching conclusions from them. 

One conclusion concerns the relationship between the Central and Eastern European countries' 
export dynamics and the growth of their market share. This shows how the European Union's total 
import was growing between 1995 and 1999 broken down by countries. A four years' time series is 
adequate for measuring the relative competitiveness of individual countries. During these four years, 
the European Union's total import, expressed in euro, grew by 42% while the share of its export 
coming from the ten Central and Eastern European countries grew by 70% - this shows the growth 
of these countries' market share was greater than that that of the European Union's total import. Import 
coming from Hungary, which nearly doubled, grew by the prominently greatest measure in all the 
Central and Eastern European countries. What is more, Hungary is the only country that was able to 
more than double its export to the European Union in the four years referred to. In terms of 
numbers, the growth of Hungarian export during these four years amounted to almost € 10 billion, 
which is unparalleled compared with the country's total export of € 25 billion in 1999. 



Table 1 
Dynamics of trade between the EU and the 10 accession countries (1995-1999) 

Country Growth of export 1999/1995 Growth of Import 1999/1995 
1999/1995 to the EU (1995=100) from the EU (1995=100) 
( 1 9 9 5 = 1 0 0 ) € b n € b n 

A l l c o u n t r i e s 
o u t s i d e E U 1 8 4 . 9 1 3 2 . 3 1 4 1 . 6 2 2 6 . 7 

C E E ( 1 0 ) 3 8 . 6 1 7 2 . 9 1 7 0 . 3 3 1 . 2 

E s t o n i a I X ) 1 7 6 . 0 2 1 0 . 2 1 . 0 

L a t v i a 0 7 1 7 1 . 6 1 2 4 . 2 0 . 3 

L i t h u a n i a L 0 1 9 9 . 8 1 6 4 . 6 0 . 6 

P o l a n d 1 3 1 1 8 5 . 7 1 4 2 . 2 5 . 2 

C z e c h R e p u b l i c 6 3 1 5 4 . 6 1 8 5 . 8 7 . 7 

S l o v a k i a 2 . 2 1 7 0 . 0 1 9 3 . 0 2 . 9 

H U N G A R Y 9 6 2 1 1 . 1 2 2 7 . 7 9 . 7 

R u m a n i a 2 . 4 1 6 4 . 7 1 6 9 . 9 2 . 4 

B u l g a r i a 0 6 1 2 8 . 9 1 2 1 . 9 0 . 4 

S l o v e n i a 1 . 6 1 3 1 . 0 1 2 4 . 5 1 . 0 

Source. Eurostat. External andIntra-European Union Trade, 
No. 6. 2000 and the author's calculations 

The structure of export is even more important. Group 7 of Standard International Trade 
Classification is in fact the most important, which contains machinery, electric devices, computers and 
vehicles. We classify them, together with some other products such as medicine and precision instruments, 
into the groups of the so-called technology-intensive and knowledge-intensive products. We can see 
that the structures of the individual countries' export to the EU are very different. While in Hungary's 
case, the "machinery and transport equipment" group accounted for 63% of export, this ratio was 53% in 
the case of Slovakia, 47% in the case of the Czech Republic, 45% in the case of Slovenia and only after 
them follows Poland with 35%. Every other country was specialized in the "miscellaneous manufactured 
articles" group to a greater extent (in Hungary's case, here is the smallest ratio of specialization), which 
is unquestionably connected to the multinationals' production structure in Hungary. 

On the basis of what was said above, a very interesting model can be outlined, a model of how the 
specialization ratios rank concerning export to the European Union. It clearly shows that while the 
"miscellaneous manufactured articles" group can be found above the 100 mark almost everywhere; 
Hungary is the counterexample, where the group of "machinery and transport equipment" was the 
anchor of specialization. We examined this in the case of export to Germany, too, and these tendencies 
were even more pronounced there. In this case, a slightly differently constructed model (labor- intensive, 
material-intensive, technology-intensive products and agricultural products as well as the so-called sensitive 
products) shows that in 1999, 72% of Hungarian export to Germany consisted of technology intensive 
products. The same ratio was 62 % in Slovakia, while it was below 50 % in the cases of all other Central 
and Eastern European countries. 



All this means that while the European Union tries, for political reasons, to make the region seem 
homogeneous when it considers the timing and conditions for its countries ' accession to the EU, the 
differences are becoming even wider, even within Central Europe. 

Not to mention the fact that if we try to construct a specialization matrix for the candidate countries, 
the special strengths of specialization describing the economic and political development of the different 
countries can very clearly be seen. Furthermore, Bulgaria and Rumania as well as the ex-Yugoslavia 
(including Croatia but not Slovenia) are to a great extent specialized in textiles, apparel and footwear. 
This commodity group makes up approximately half of their export to the European Union. And a 
second pillar that can take over the dominant role of textile and apparel industry in export does not 
exist or does not seem to exist. 

Table 2 
Commodity pattern of the European Union's import from some Central and Eastern European 
candidate countries (1999, % of total import) 

0 + 1 ffljll • 3 ill lllil 6 + 8 

Import of EU from all countries outside EU 6.4 5.2 10.0 7.5 39.1 28.8 

Poland 6.3 3.3 4.7 4.1 30.4 49.5 

Czech Republic 1.6 4.8 2.1 4.7 46.3 39.1 

Slovakia 1.0 3.5 1.9 4.1 53.0 35.6 

HUNGARY 5.4 2.3 1.6 3.7 62.5 23.7 

Rumania 2.4 5.5 0.5 2.3 15.6 73.2 

Bulgaria 8.8 7.1 0.7 6.0 11.6 65.0 

Slovenia 1.3 2.5 . 0.1 4.5 40.8 50.0 

Source: Eurostat. External andIntra-European Union Trade, 
No. 10. 2000 and the author's calculations 

Baltic countries belong to the next group: their export is built upon two pillars, apparel and wood 
manufactures. These two commodity groups account for 70-80 % of their export of manufactured goods. 
Machinery is practically absent in their export to the European Union, while certain types of electronical 
products are now starting to appear. 

The third "group" is comprised by only one country, Poland, that shows partly the features of the 
Baltic group in that export of apparel and wood manufactures is also dominant here (40% of the 
international export of wood manufactures to Germany arrives from Poland). At the same time, other 
products: iron and steel castings, forgings and stampings, machinery, electronics and for the time being 
in a small amount, vehicles start to catch up with the existing two dominant commodity groups. 

A separate group is formed by the Czech Republic and Slovenia. Both countries' export is built 
on many pillars but their structures follow a classical industrialization sample, even in the areas of 
machinery and electronic equipment. They are strong also in areas like apparel, rubber products, glassware, 
wood manufactures and paper and paperboard, etc. The Slovak export represents a very unique and 
bizarre but probably not sustainable direction of development, where one single commodity group, 
namely vehicles, make up more than 40 % of export to the Union. 



Besides that, practically other commodity group that could be the anchor of development, suggesting 
a more diversified export structure in the middle run, cannot be found on the Slovak export palette. 
The question is how sustainable this one-sided export structure is and whether the export of vehicles 
can generate the production of other export commodities. 

Hungarian export is specialized in technology intensive products, which means machinery, vehicles, 
electric devices, precision instruments and computers. 

The most decisive argument for the difference in structures is that they represent various unit prices 
of export. The price of one ton of Hungarian industrial end product to Germany was about DM 
1.5400 (the inclusion of only end-products is justified on the ground that industrial end-products 
make up 85-93% of the export of all Central and Eastern European countries to Germany). This neared 
the price of one ton of all German import, which was DM 119.000. Much more important than that is 
that as opposed to the Hungarian export unit price of DM 15.400, the unit price for Poland was DM 
4.000, that is 26% of the Hungarian unit price. In plain English: Poland had to export 4 tons to realize 
as much revenue as Hungary was able to attain by exporting 1 ton of commodities. If the average price 
of one ton of German import had been 100, then the unit price of export would have been 79 for 
Hungary, 21 for Poland, 30 for the Czech Republic, 46 for Slovakia and 50 for Slovenia, which, concerning 
unit price of export, ranked above Hungary five years ago. It is also interesting that the average price of 
Hungarian export of industrial end-products was about 18 % higher than the same export figure for 
Austria. 

Table3 
Unit prices of German import from some countries ( 1999 ,1000 DEM/t.) 

Country 
3 I H H H H H 

Manufactured products 
7-8 

Total import 1.925 7.761 19.452 

of which: 

Poland 910 2.844 4.022 

Czech Republic 1.376 3.947 5.920 

Slovakia 2.527 5.323 8.893 

Hungary 6.487 10.799 15.357 

Rumania 5.377 7.350 9.636 

Slovenia 6.582 7.409 9.683 

Bulgaria 3.206 5.932 10.525 

Austria 3.650 5.471 12.916 

Ireland 18.151 70.599 125.005 

Portugal 8.152 18.172 22.133 

Spain 4.868 8.480 12.620 

Source: Statistiches Bundesamt Fachserie 7 Aussenhandel, Reihe 
3. Aussenhandel nach Landern und Warengruppen 
(Spezialhandel) 2. Halbjahr und Jahr 1999. Wiesbaden, 
April 2000 and the author's calculations 



We can try to guess what is the basis for this outstanding performance: that Hungary imports 
commodities of very high value which it then further processes naturally plays a role in this. Analyzing 
import-export (or in general input-output) interrelations is even statistically problematic, because adequate 
number of new data is not at our disposal in the required depth. 

Table 4 
Unit prices of German import of end products in international comparison 
(The unit price of Hungarian import from Germany in the given year=100) 

1989 1993 1998 1999 

Total German import 291 177 111 127 

of which: 

Poland 65 41 29 25 

Czech Republic 55 48 43 39 

Slovenia _ 107 74 63 

Austria 219 142 95 84 

Spain 227 159 93 82 

Source: Inotai (1999) 

In the end, we have to talk about the most important issue: what to do next? The basic requirement 
of the issues relating competitiveness, as of all kinds of economic policies is that it should be sustainable. 
The question is under which circumstances it can be and continue to be sustainable. When talking 
about competitiveness, the basic issue is articulated as whether Hungary's current competitiveness is 
sustainable and what is to be done in order that it could be kept sustainable. 

We can see that in the past years - especially in the past five years - the Hungarian production and 
export structure was sharply divided from the export structures of other countries in the region, 
mainly for two reasons: the privatization practice pursued in Hungary and foreign direct investment. 
Today, however, we cannot answer the question whether this is a periodic difference, whether the 
other countries but at least the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia will be able to catch up with the 
Hungarian structure, 'the Hungarian model', with a few years' delay, or there is such a deep structural 
rift, that the current way of thinking in terms of different models will take root. This dilemma will be 
resolved only in 4-5 years. 

The next issue is that given the current pace at which wages are increasing in Hungary, is there a 
threat of foreign capital flying to other countries where wages are relatively low. Concerning Central 
and Eastern Europe, this threat is currently not realistic. The largest part of foreign capital that was 
invested in the Hungarian light industry in the early 1990s, first of all by medium sized Italian, Austrian 
and German firms, has already left, it is not operating in Hungary but in Ukraine, in Croatia, partly in the 
Baltic countries or Rumania. There is no chance that technology intensive production will be taken out 
of the country to other countries in Central and Eastern Europe, either because these countries are not 
prepared for that. Not to mention the fact that the existence of motorways and a secure environment is 
so vital for just in time production that this production culture cannot be planted beyond a boundary, 
that is further to the South, Southeast of the Hungarian borders. 

The threat is if an economic policy undermining the sustainability of competitiveness gained power 
in Hungary, a part of this production could go away, it could flow back to Western Europe. Theoretically, 
there is a chance today of a substantial part of production to be repatriated to Western Europe, but such 



amount of institutional and labor market elasticity would be needed for this in Western Europe, including 
the possibility of downward movement of wages, which is unrealistic at the present for socio-economic 
reasons. In 20 years' time it may not be entirely impossible. 

A further question is what Hungary should do to make foreign working capital not only stay but to be 
deeper rooted in such a way that a clustering, region and group formation can take place, and newer 
and newer companies go into the lunar orbit around multinationals in such a way that in the meantime, 
the added value of production can increase. A very consistent, predictable economic policy is needed 
for this. One type of economic policy or set of instruments is needed for the involvement of foreign 
capital in the framework of privatization, another type of policy is needed when strategic investors work 
with 5-8 years' foresight and decide whether they enter the country or not, or they just walk out of it. 

* * * 

How does membership in the Union affect competitiveness? One basic issue is the same as the key 
question of the accession negotiations: how Hungary can adopt the 'acquis communautaries' necessary 
for joining the Union that is the elements of community law making and legal system without which it 
cannot become a member in the EU. A the same time, which are the elements of the legal system of the 
Union the adaptation of which would strongly deteriorate Hungarian competitiveness at the time of 
entry - for example social, environmental and other elements of law - their adaptation is mandatory 
today and continue to be mandatory for some time after the entry. We have to balance over a very 
narrow boundary at the negotiations, which could be followed up at almost every chapter, at all 29 
chapters that have so far been opened. 

A second question is to which degree to comply with the Maastricht criteria that is the criteria concerning 
monetary union before entry? The answer is unambiguous: we don't have to overreact. Hungary won't 
be a member of the monetary union immediately on entry because it is not allowed to according to the 
EU legislation. It will have to wait at least for two years in the parking orbit called European Monetary 
System (EMS), in which all countries that did not enter the Eurozone in 1999 have by all means to stand 
for two years, like Greece had to not long ago. As Hungary will have to spend two years but maybe more 
outside the European Monetary Union, the country will be able to keep its independent or partially 
independent exchange rate policy. Exchange rate policy plays a key role in competitiveness. It can 
score an own goal, too if it devalues too drastically to improve price competitiveness. (We saw this at the 
beginning of the 1990s when the Czech Crown was devalued by 90 % and partly as a result of this, 
topped with the chosen privatization model, the competitiveness of the Czech economy was improving 
for a long time solely on the basis of price competitiveness.) In Hungary, at the same time, a slight 
appreciation of the forint could be witnessed in the latest years. The big issue is how long this can go 
on without threatening competitiveness. The answer is relatively simple: so long as the substantial 
increase in productivity can counterbalance this appreciation effect. 

In Hungary the issue has been that so far but it does not mean that this practice can be continued 
forever. At any rate, for some years after entry to the Union this will be a feasible arrangement, but it 
requires a very farsighted and reliable economic policy that lacks all kinds of opportunistic and ideological 
elements. 

The question arises whether in an era of globalization membership in the EU puts a threat to Hungary's 
competitiveness. We can be in a very comfortable position within the EU but if the EU is not globally 
competitive, it will carry Hungary along with it, and in the end, the country's global competitiveness 
will decrease. This theoretical possibility can be ruled out, though. However, we have to see that the 
companies operating in the Union are subject to such a great level of competition that they cannot 
afford this luxury. Higher wages that will naturally arise in Hungary after entry into the Union do not in 
themselves have necessarily to deteriorate competitiveness. Let me add that in the past years it has been 
exactly for the appreciation of the forint that Hungarian wages expressed in dollars, deutschemarks or 
euros have grown to a great extent. Foreign investors are not interested in how many forints they have 
to pay first of all but they are interested in what it means in terms of dollars and/or euros. Higher wages 
in themselves are not enemies of competitiveness. 

Fist of all, they are not because higher wages can go together with higher productivity. In the Hungarian 
vehicle industry, which is practically fully foreign owned, productivity is higher today than in a non-
Western European country, while wages reach at most 20-25 % of those in for example Germany. There 
is great a contradiction, a source of great tension here, that will be eased gradually by the membership 
in the European Union. 



Higher wages do not necessarily lead to the deterioration in competitiveness for the reason that 
wages mean only a part of production costs. If it is possible to bring down other elements of production 
costs (social security charges, taxes, the additional costs of red tape, etc.) than the total cost of production 
can be decreased even with higher wages. But this requires a very well defined economic policy. 

We have to mention yet another thing, which cannot be repeated enough times. This is information 
society or knowledge based society. It is clear that human capital wil l be a key e lement of 
competitiveness in the future. Educating human capital is not an easy task; it generally means long-
term investment. One source of threat in Hungary is exactly that on the one hand there is or has been 
inflow of foreign working capital, which could be noticed in that the real profit was not meant by 
employing Hungarian textile workers but by employing highly qualified labor including those working 
in research and development. It is not by chance that such investment and development activities have 
increased in Hungary in the past years. We have seen lately, however, that skilled labor can simply run 
out; Western Transdanubia is a good example for that. So it turns out that what we have been so proud 
of for 10 years and even before: that Hungary is a country that is rich in human resources is not true 
today. As a result of a very fast and dynamic development, today the dilemma is that sufficient amount of 
foreign capital would come to Hungary but it does not find sufficiently qualified labor force. 

It is true that in Eastern Hungary there is still such labor force at disposal but its mobility is restricted 
for different reasons. For this reason capital would start for Eastern Hungary that still offers skilled labor 
if there were motorways there. And it will go there in the minute when motorways have been built or 
when there are definite plans for them. It even anticipates the construction of motorways in its decisions 
if it knows that in two years motorway construction will reach where it plans to set up some kind of 
operation. We have to realize how much the regional, geographic distribution of foreign capital 
and motorway network coincide with each other in Hungary. Foreign capital has gone so far as the 
motorways reach. The problem is that even in that event it is probable that the lack of skilled labor has 
to be taken into account. The strengthening of higher and vocational education the strengthening of 
the system of indoor training can serve to ease this problem. On the contrary to this, very easily and in 
a relatively short time, Hungary can face the problem that it has to and can only buy sufficient quality and 
quantity of workforce in some 'trendy' professions like information technology, computer technology, 
biotechnology in the world market. 

Germany announced the 'import' of 30.000 IT professionals in a kind of green card system. The 
American system has been known for a long time. It is less known that according to a strategic plan 
prepared in Portugal it well need the involvement of 1 million foreign professionals, a Portugal that has 
10 million citizens, the same number as Hungary. Although government support of the three children 
family model is very important from the view of family policy, the country cannot wait for 20-25 years for 
foreign capital to come into Hungary and to employ human capital and added value into its operations 
here in an increasing degree, which is basic for the further development of the country. Namely the 
three children family model that thinks in terms of children born today, creates sufficient supply in the 
Hungarian labor market only in 20-25 years. The country does not have 20 years for this. Even if not only 
the number but the quality that is qualifications of graduates from higher education increases (knowing 
that there are considerable contradictions between qualitative and quantitative education), it seems 
unavoidable to fill this temporary 5-8-10 year gap by starting a very conscious immigration policy that 
will solely be based on professional qualities. 

If it does not happen, there is a threat that Hungary will loose a part of its potential advantages 
because a sufficient quantity or quality of workforce will not be at disposal. I consider this the 
greatest challenge of the years ahead whether inside or outside of the European Union, both 
before and after the entry. 




